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Navigate e-commerce’s biggest event with
this guide to must-see conference sessions
on the industry’s hottest topics.

Bigger, faster, more
complex: This is
e-commerce now
BY MARY WAGNER

E
Mary Wagner is Internet
Retailer’s editorial director,
conferences, and helps lead the
selection and recruitment of
speakers for IRCE.

-commerce is embedded in how consumers shop today.
Increasingly, however, online consumers aren’t simply
settling down in front of a desktop to search and buy. While
91% of shoppers have used desktops and laptops to research and
buy, more than half—56%—have researched and 41% have made a
purchase on smartphones, according to comScore Inc. 58% have
researched on tablets and 46% have made a purchase.
In addition to the multiple devices
shoppers use to connect with retailers
online, many retailers’ sales reach
now extends well past their own sites.
Beyond marketplaces operated by the
likes of eBay Inc. and Amazon.com
Inc., mobile apps and Buy buttons on
Facebook, Google and other social networks let consumers purchase online
without visiting a retailer’s website. On
the marketing side, innovative digital
campaigns on social networks such as
Instagram and Snapchat have stepped
up to take their place alongside established digital marketing tactics like

search and email to drive traffic and
sales online and even into stores.
Add it up, and today’s path to
purchase is more like hopscotch than a
straight line. Consumers may research
a product on a retailer’s app, the next
day launch a live chat to pose a question
about the product on her desktop and
later, while on Facebook, tap the Buy
button to purchase the item. In an
omnichannel world, the consumer is at
the hub of e-commerce.
This shakes up e-commerce’s
winning and losing strategies and
tactics of even a few years ago and
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underscores a key theme woven
throughout the 2016 Internet Retailer
Conference & Exhibition. Regardless
of what went before, this—the latest
technologies, processes, best practices,
success stories and cautionary tales
starring in 130 sessions delivered by
more than 200 top industry speakers at
IRCE 2016—is e-commerce now.
For an anticipated turnout of more
than 10,000 at McCormick Place West in
Chicago June 7-10, IRCE 2016 will break
down what’s new and what works in
e-commerce into tracks and sessions
that offer guidance, insights and
first-person perspective from speakers
who are solving some of the most challenging problems in online retailing.
The individual connections that lead
any shopper from idea to search to
purchase may seem random in their
infinite variety, but they’re anything
but that. Every connection is a chance
to move the customer toward purchase
by providing the right information
at the right time—or a chance to lose
that customer if that information
isn’t consistent across channels and
devices. For retailers that master these
connections and use platforms that
support this exchange, the return on
investment can be huge.

Omnichannel retailing’s
requirements are also driving
big changes in services that make
up the foundations of e-commerce.
Fulfillment, delivery, customer service,
payment methods and more are
evolving in step. More than just needed
functions, they’ve become key markers
of quality and differentiation among
online sellers as competition increases.
That’s why Internet Retailer
added the Omnichannel Retailer
of the Year category to this year’s
Internet Retailer Excellence Awards.

In their second year, the Excellence
Awards honor online retailers and
business-to-business e-commerce
companies from around the world
across 13 categories.
“By highlighting high-performing
e-commerce retailers and B2B
companies executing phenomenal
e-commerce strategies, the Internet
Retailer Excellence Awards not only
raise the bar for e-commerce, but also
pave the way for other industries to
follow online retailers’ success,” says
Molly Love, CEO and president of
Vertical Web Media LLC, the publisher
of Internet Retailer. “This event ties
together the editorial coverage and
the research we focus on all year long.
Our industry expert advisers and
our editors and staff look forward to
celebrating all of the finalists this year
and the accomplishments achieved in
designing, marketing and operating
state-of-the-art e-commerce and
mobile commerce businesses.”

It’s tough enough for
retailers to keep up with
shopper preferences and market
conditions that can emerge or evaporate online in a near-instant. Take
that challenge, multiply it by 180
countries and 34 languages, and you
begin to appreciate the challenge

Highlighted Session
180 Countries, 34 Languages,
One Platform: How the
New, Global Dell.com
Keeps Customers Happy
Around the World
Wednesday, June 8
8:30-9:00 a.m.
Scott Pittman, interim chief
information officer, Dell Inc.

THIS IS E-COMMERCE NOW

Highlighted Session
A Social Strategy Tailored
for All of Humanity
Wedesday, June 8
9:00-9:30 a.m.
John Yembrick, social media
manager, NASA

computer industry giant Dell Inc. faces
when it pivots to capitalize on market
opportunities around the world.
Now live after 18 months of a monumental re-platforming effort, Dell’s
custom-built e-commerce infrastructure unites its global online properties
on a single platform.
As Dell’s interim chief information
officer and previous vice president of
infrastructure services, Scott Pittman
has unique insights into Dell’s infrastructure, spanning architecture,
engineering, network/telecom, testing,
operations and end-user services across
Dell’s 180 markets. In his Day One
Keynote Address, Pittman will highlight
the new platform’s functionality and
how it is fostering Dell’s ability to
respond in an accelerated fashion.
“The technology industry is at
a critical inflection point that will
redefine the types of products and
services customers demand from their
technology providers,” he says. “The
platforms we use must keep up with
this changing landscape. With this perspective it made perfect sense to move
to a global custom-built platform that
enables us to roll out new capabilities
and functionality at a rate that keeps
up with our customers.”

The new platform enables
Dell to quickly execute online

Highlighted Session
How Steve Madden Keeps
it Edgy at Every Touchpoint,
Digital and Beyond
Thursday, June 9
8:15-8:45 a.m.
Mark Friedman, president,
e-commerce, Steve Madden Ltd.

marketing and merchandising changes
large and small around the world.
Combining a response agility more
typical of smaller retailers with Dell’s
own scale and resources, the unified
platform is delivering impressive
results, with the responsive design that
was part of the platform rollout having
already produced a 50% lift in the conversion rate from mobile devices and a
70% increase in customer satisfaction,
the company says.
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The winning outcome of Dell’s
massive re-platforming demonstrates
why speed and agility are critical to
drive success in the rapidly changing
online environment.
While Dell’s playing field is global,
IRCE 2016 Guest Speaker John Yembrick
is focused on something even larger.
His mission as NASA’s social media
manager is to bring space down to
earth and fire up the enthusiasm for
space exploration.
NASA’s out-of-this-world success
should light a fire under e-retailers
struggling with social media. To elevate
followers from observer to participant,
NASA developed a diversified portfolio
of more than 500 social media accounts
that reach more than 30 million
people on 13 platforms. Its social media
initiatives connect Earth-dwellers
with astronauts via online Q&A’s, by
hosting live events called NASA Socials
and by providing followers the virtual
experience of a spacewalk via spectacular video footage of our planet from
outside the International Space Station.

While NASA works to
expand its reach largely
through the single medium of social
sharing, retailer Steve Madden Ltd.
is focused on ensuring a consistent
presentation across multiple
venues, channels and devices for its
brand-obsessed millennial shoppers.
In his Day Two Keynote Address, Mark
Friedman, the brand’s president of
e-commerce, will discuss the elements
that must be in place today to support
a unified customer experience.
With previous experience at Warnaco
Group Inc., Redcats USA and Brooks
Brothers Group Inc., Friedman has spent
25 years in strategic and tactical roles in
direct marketing, and the last 15 years
in the online segment of multichannel

THIS IS E-COMMERCE NOW

Highlighted Session
Stamina—Not Shortcuts—
Gets Your Social
Endorphins Pumping
Thursday, June 9
8:45-9:15 a.m.
Marc Lobiner, chief marketing
officer, TigerFitness.com

retailing. At Steve Madden, he focuses
on building out the customer experience
with elements that include a new mobile
app, personalized content, business
intelligence tools and, ultimately, a
customer relationship management
database that will provide a 360-degree
view of each shopper’s behavior across
all selling channels and every device.
“There are so many challenges:
cross-device usage, how to measure
digital spend and the impact on store
sales, marketing channel attribution. But
we want to provide that unified experience,” Friedman says. “We will do it by
making sure that we manage our creative
execution across all sales channels and
devices—full price retail, factory retail,
online, desktop, tablet and mobile. The
customer should see Steve Madden
consistently across any contact point.”

Every year, IRCE’s main
stage highlights a successful

Highlighted Event
2016 Internet Retailer
Excellence Awards
Wednesday, June 8
7:30-10:00 p.m.
at the Hyatt Regency
McCormick Ballroom
For more event information, visit
awards.internetretailer.com

midsized retailer both to inspire
similarly-sized peers and to demonstrate to larger retail operations how
much there is to be learned from their
compact and more nimble counterparts. At IRCE 2016, Featured Speaker
Marc Lobliner, chief marketing officer
of TigerFitness.com, will step into that
spotlight to detail how the retailer has
successfully leveraged social media to
produce sales.
For most retailers social media
drives a relatively small proportion of
online retail sales directly. One recent
study from marketing platform vendor
Custora, for example, showed that only
1.8% of online retail sales during the
2015 holiday season stemmed from
shoppers clicking directly from a social
network to a retail site, far less than the
21.5% who clicked over from organic
search or the 20% who clicked in from
marketing emails.
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And yet, social media can be a key
driver for retailers that understand
how to use it, understand its place in
the purchase path and how to value
the return they get. For instance,
TigerFitness, a nutritional supplements
e-retailer that shares a wide range of
original content across a number of
social networks, says its social media
efforts have helped it double its total
sales for three consecutive years.

A focus on credible, frequently updated content
stokes a dialogue with shoppers who, in
turn, feed social channels. Lobliner will
detail how, with limited resources and
staff, TigerFitness has crafted a highly
diversified social regimen that reaches
consumers on YouTube, Instagram,
Facebook, Vine, its own mobile app and
Periscope live video streaming.
With previous roles as a co-founder
and chief marketing officer for sports
nutrition company Instone LLC, and
four years with magazines including
Muscle & Fitness, FLEX, Men’s Fitness
and Muscle & Fitness Hers, Lobliner
understands his industry. Maintaining
a robust social presence in so many
places takes stamina and discipline.
That works for TigerFitness because
these are the same attributes that
produce real-world physical results for
this retailer’s customers and fans.
These also are key components of
winning at any e-commerce initiative—
as are having insights from top
industry experts and benefiting from
the experience of retailer peers who
are breaking new ground. Attendees
who bring along their stamina and
discipline will find that the speakers
and sessions at IRCE 2016 will supply
the rest, and can expect to take home
new tactics, strategies and ideas to
write their own success story. 

...AND I’M

PAYING

TOO MUCH
FOR DIGITAL

ADVERTISING.
FINALLY
ZERO MARGIN MEDIA BUYS
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B2B

Calling all B2B buyers
BY NONA TEPPER
Nona Tepper is associate
editor of B2B e-commerce for
B2BecNews, a sister publication
to Internet Retailer covering the
unique and distinct challenges
facing businesses that use the
web to sell to other businesses.

Highlighted Sessions
Selling Complex Products?
Build the Right Set of Online Selling Features
Tuesday, June 7, 12:45-1:30 p.m.
Helping Small Businesses Shop - Wherever They May Be
Tuesday, June 7, 3:30-4:00 p.m.
Does E-Commerce Self-Service Top
the Performance of Sales Reps?
Tuesday, June 7, 2:00-2:45 p.m.

B

usiness customers want to shop online like consumers.
They want transparency around pricing and product
availability when shopping online for everything from
coffee to electrical components to hygiene products.

A full day’s worth of sessions during
the pre-conference B2B Workshop on
Tuesday, June 7, at this year’s IRCE will
explore how to effectively serve these
business buyers.
Technology is part of the answer,
and that will be the focus of “Selling
Complex Products? Build the Right Set
of Online Selling Features,” a presentation by Gene Alvarez, managing vice
president of Gartner Inc., and Matt
Clark, global director of e-commerce at
Newark Element 14. I’m eager to hear
Alvarez highlight several emerging
B2B e-commerce trends, including
mobile, the consumerization of B2B
e-commerce and the blurring of the
physical business and online worlds.
Clark will provide a first-person
account about how the electrical
components distributor has tackled
such online hurdles as complex pricing.
“Newark is a B2B seller, and we have
customers buying at varying levels,”

Clark says. “Someone might buy 50
items, 100 items or 10,000 items. I’ll
discuss how we show pricing on our
website to make it easy for customers
visiting for the first time, as well as for
someone with contract pricing.”
Hayden Kwast, e-commerce and
marketing manager at Olam Specialty
Coffee, also plans to discuss how
adapting to industry trends drove
online business sales at the coffee bean
distributor. I’m looking forward to his
session, “Helping Small Businesses
Shop–Wherever They May Be” to
hear him discuss why the company
relaunched OlamSpecialtyCoffee.com
in January 2015 with responsive design,
which adapts the layout of a web page
to the size of a shopper’s screen.
“A large number of our customers
travel frequently,” Kwast says. “Buyers
are shopping from us on the road,
travelling and need to check pricing,
availability or request samples from

whatever device is convenient. I plan to
talk about how we’ve addressed some
of the unique issues facing the B2B
industry, share our best practices, and
hopefully it helps people.”
I’m also planning to hear Justin
Racine, director of marketing and
e-commerce at Geriatric Medical and
Surgical Supply Inc., discuss how to
target individual business shoppers
through their preferred purchasing
method, whether it be mobile, a
desktop site or sales person.
In the session, “Does E-Commerce
Self-Service Top the Performance of
Sales Reps?” Racine will explain how the
hygiene equipment supplier uses analytics to gain perspective on its business
customers. “People attending our presentation will see how granular you can get
with your data, and how getting this deep
can help you build a strategy with your
customer base,” Racine says. “Everyone’s
goal is to increase sales right? By using
analytics to build various personas for
your business, a B2B company can put
the products that each unique persona
cares about in front of them and target
them correctly,” he says. 

E-COMMERCE
TECHNOLOGY
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Learning from the past
BY SANDRA GUY
Sandra Guy is a senior editor at
Internet Retailer. She has covered
retail and technology for 20 years
of her 33-year career.

Highlighted Sessions
Out of Many, One: Getting Past Legacy Systems
to a Streamlined Technology for Today
Thursday, June 9, 1:15-1:45 p.m.
Keeping a Lid on Tech Costs: Growing Sales
Without Growing Tech Investments
Thursday, June 9 4:15-4:45 p.m.

E

ven experienced e-commerce operators have chosen
the wrong platform vendor or watched warily while
fast-growth startups boom and bust. They hope the tips
they provide at IRCE 2016 keep others from making mistakes
that are all too common.
For example, Rick Gemereth, chief
information officer for model train
manufacturer Lionel LLC, spent two
years piecing together two platforms
that wouldn’t sync up: The retailer’s
e-commerce system and an enterprise
resource planning system for managing
inventory, financial and customer
relationship management applications.
Looking back, he says the company
made the best decision it could with
the information it had at the time. “We
underestimated the synchronization
challenges,” he says, declining to
disclose the cost.
He’s learned from the experience
some warning signs to look for when
vetting vendors. “If someone comes
in and promises the moon, I start
having suspicions right out of the
gate,” Gemereth says. “If the guy tells
me the answers to my questions before

he knows my problem, I think to
myself, ‘I haven’t even told you what I
want to do yet.’”
He will recommend steps retailers
can take to stay on their toes at the
session “Out of Many, One: Getting
Past Legacy Systems to a Streamlined
Technology for Today,” part of the fullday Managing Technology Track taking
place Thursday, June 9. The track will
include presentations and lessons
learned by executives from companies
including Dick’s Sporting Goods,
Pear Tree Greetings, Kate Somerfield
and DiscountRamps.com. Among
Gemereth’s hard-earned lessons:
Be vigilant about testing vendors’
platforms and understand that even a
world-class vendor may not fit every
merchant’s particular needs.
Maintaining a so-called “contrarian”
way of operating has helped Touch of

Modern Inc. grow sales more than 150%
each year of its three-year existence,
says Jonathan Wu, chief operating officer and one of four co-founders of the
e-retailer of men’s fashion and gadgets.
He says Touch of Modern is on track to
sell $100 million online this year.
He will tell the e-retailer’s growth
and technology story during the
presentation, “Keeping a Lid on Tech
Costs: Growing Sales without Growing
Tech Investments.”
“Lots of e-commerce companies
think they need to raise a lot of money
to grow to that size quickly,” Wu says.
“In the past, companies grew slowly.
I’ll explain how to think about scaling
using profit rather than external venture capital dollars and the decisions
we made to help build the technology
structure of our company.” For example,
Wu says Touch of Modern uses a fully
automated accounts payable system,
which allows the merchant to focus
more on tasks, like clever merchandising, that encourage sales. The e-retailer
has raised $17 million to date, with the
last round occurring in 2014. 

Want Speed, Agility and Customer Focus?
Get Commerce on Salesforce
Increase Revenue, Reduce Costs | Multi-site, Language, Currency | 360-degree Customer View
Rapid Time to Market | Infinite Flexibility | Global Scalability

Not a Salesforce CRM customer? No worries. You can still get commerce on the most
powerful cloud platform. Visit CloudCraze in the Recharge Lounge to learn more.

Visit CloudCraze in the Recharge Lounge
Enter to Win the Wheels!
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FULFILLMENT

Customer convenience
BY MATT LINDNER
Matt Lindner is an associate
editor at Internet Retailer. He
wrote about how online retailers
are getting the most out of the
workforce in their fulfillment
centers for the January issue of
Internet Retailer magazine.

Highlighted Sessions
How Well-Executed Operations Are the Key to Customer Satisfaction
Wednesday, June 8, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
The Data You Need to Turn Order Fulfillment
Into a Competitive Advantage
Wednesday, June 8, 1:15-1:45 p.m.
How One Retailer Bumped Up Sales by Spending
on Customer Service
Wednesday, June 8, 4:15-4:45 p.m.

A

mazon.com Inc. and other large online retailers are
changing consumers’ expectations for how fast they
expect their online orders to arrive on their doorsteps.
That’s forcing just about every retailer to figure out how to offer
speedy deliveries and lower their free-shipping thresholds.

For instance, Target Corp. last
October announced it would ship all
online orders for free throughout the
holiday season. The move undercut
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., which maintained a free shipping threshold of
$50 throughout period.
Ken Cassar, vice president and
principal analyst at e-commerce
analytics provider Slice Intelligence, is
one of many who noticed the result of
Target’s promotion.
“Target’s sales grew a heck of a lot
faster during the holiday season than
Wal-Mart’s,” Cassar says, basing his
analysis on Slice Intelligence data,
which comes from the email receipts
consumers receive. “While shipping and
handling charges might not seem like
the sexiest impact of online retailing, it
might make a substantial difference.”
That is one of many reasons why
Cassar’s presentation, “The Data You
Need to Turn Order Fulfillment Into

a Competitive Advantage,” is one I’m
not going to miss. The session is part
of the Fulfillment, Customer Service &
Operations Track at IRCE 2016.
Slice has shipping and fulfillment data on around 300 retailers,
which gives it a broad view on
the e-commerce landscape. That
perspective will inform his session.
“We will be looking at the same-day
shipping space as well so we will be
looking at companies like Instacart
and Google and Amazon Prime Now
that are delivering to consumers in
sometimes as little as an hour from
when they ordered,” he says.
But speed and delivery fees aren’t the
only keys to a successful e-commerce
operation. So, too, is customer service
and operational efficiency.
That’s why I’m looking forward to
a presentation from Annie Scopel,
director of North American customer
service at Thule Inc.

Thule launched a user-friendly
e-commerce site specifically for its business-to-business and wholesale accounts
in 2012 after a customer survey showed
Thule these important customers wanted
to be able to buy online more easily.
The results were nearly immediate.
In 2013, Thule increased its online sales
from B2B customers by 200% yearover-year. In 2014, those sales doubled
again. Scopel says that success came
from listening to its customers and
acting on their feedback.
“We moved online order entry,
shipment and stock status, and our
pre-book program and we decongested all of these customer service
reps, which were then able to provide
technical assistance because we have a
very technical product,” she says.
Rather than taking orders by phone,
the new site freed up those customer
service reps to do what they should’ve
been doing all along.
“I don’t think there’s any value for
a customer service rep to take an
order,” she says. “There is value for
them to build a bond with a customer
and provide technical support. This is
where you achieve success.” 
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MOBILE

Keeping up with mobile
Highlighted Sessions
BY APRIL BERTHENE
April Berthene is associate editor
of Mobile Strategies 360, a sister
publication to Internet Retailer
covering all things mobile.

How to Bring in Big Conversions on Small Screens
Friday, June 10, 9:00-9:45 a.m.
Mobilegeddon: What We’ve Learned After a Year
Friday, June 10, 9:45-10:15 a.m.
Apps: Find the Right Users and Find Success
Friday, June 10, 2:15-3:00 p.m.

B

y now most retailers have figured out that mobile commerce is here to stay and likely a large part of the future
of e-commerce. And many retailers have a strategy to not
only appease, but cater to, the oodles of consumers who visit
e-commerce sites on smartphones and tablets.

But, darn it, the plan that worked
two years ago is already outdated,
which is why I look forward to getting
caught up on all things mobile by
attending IRCE 2016’s Mobile Workshop
on Friday, June 10.
One not-to-miss session, “How To
Bring In Big Conversions on Small
Screens,” will give retailers the latest
mobile site design best practices.
Umair Ahmed, senior manager of
product strategy and management
at office supply retailer Staples
Inc., and Carissa Ganelli, CEO and
founder of mobile commerce platform
LightningBuy, will highlight some of
the best and worst mobile designs
that respectively generate and hinder
mobile conversion. Remember, 30% of
all online shopping purchases happen
on smartphones, according to Google
Analytics data from September 2015.
This session will help retailers make
sure their m-commerce experience is
up to par.

“You’ll learn how some of the biggest
and best retailers in the world use small
screens to drive large sales,” Ganelli says.
“We’ll identify some shocking mistakes
in mobile site design and user experience that impede sales conversions that
you might not realize you’re making.”
Ahmed emphasizes the need for retailers to make checking out on a mobile
device simple for all shoppers, not just
shoppers who have a saved account.
“The majority of mobile shoppers prefer guest checkout, and retailers penalize
them for their choice by giving them a
20-field checkout process,” Ahmed says.
“We need to respect our customer choice
and provide them seamless checkout
experience all the time.”
I’ll also be sure to catch
“Mobilegeddon: What We’ve Learned
After a Year,” presented by Tyler White,
senior analyst at Adobe Digital Index,
and Danny Gavin, vice president
and director of marketing at jewelry
e-retailer BrianGavinDiamonds.com.

Mobilegeddon refers to Google’s
search algorithm change in April 2015
that favored sites that were mobilefriendly in smartphone search result
rankings. Google announced the switch
two months before the algorithm
change occurred, which sent retailers
scrambling to comply, including Gavin.
In the two months after the switch,
search engines sent up to 10% fewer
consumers to websites that were not
easy to navigate on mobile phones,
according to Adobe Digital Index data.
Gavin and White will discuss the impact
Mobilegeddon had on mobile commerce
and what retailers can do now.
“Few retail brands were unaffected,”
Gavin says. “The session will cover
what actually happened during
Mobilegeddon’s first foray, what’s
worked since, and what retailers
must do next.”
And, hey, why not hear mobile
tips straight from the search Goliath
itself—Google? Jonathan Pelosi,
Google’s head of industry of mobile
apps in the Americas, will present on
promoting retail apps and how to make
sure a retailer’s app stays relevant to
shoppers in his session, “Apps: Find the
Right Users and Find Success.” 
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OMNICHANNEL

Bridging the divide
BY ALLISON ENRIGHT
Allison Enright is editor of Internet
Retailer magazine and tracks how
retail chains are reconfiguring
themselves to account
for consumers’ increasing
preference for shopping online.
This will be her sixth IRCE.

T

Highlighted Sessions
An Omnichannel Odyssey: Toppling Silos
to Gain a 360-Degree View of the Shopper
Wednesday, June 8, 11:00-11:30 a.m.
Speedy Store-Based Fulfillment—A Game of Tag, You’re It
Wednesday, June 9, 1:45-2:15 p.m.
Seeking Nirvana: Unified Commerce to
Enable Buy Anywhere, Ship Anywhere
Wednesday, June 8, 4:15-4:45 p.m.

he buzz around omnichannel retailing will grow louder at
IRCE this year as executives gather to share their experiences, growing pains and success stories with each other.

Retail executives have been grappling with omnichannel challenges for
several years as they try to please consumers and offer consistency in such
areas as pricing and assortment across
all sales and marketing touchpoints.
Many retailers have made progress,
but putting the behind-the-scenes
mechanics in place required to make
this possible hasn’t been easy, and
some are further along than others.
Having heard retailers’ war stories
over the last few years, I’m looking
forward to hearing from executives
speaking on June 8 as part of the Retail
Chains Track. I interviewed Bon-Ton
Stores’ executives more than two years
ago, just as the retailer was beginning
to bridge the store/digital divide by
adding QR codes to tags and making
available to its employees a single view
of inventory across all its channels.
At the time Bon-Ton was figuring
out where it wanted to go and how it

would get there. At IRCE the regional
department store operator will tell its
story, which is why I’ll be sitting in
when Tiffany Cooley, Bon-Ton Stores’
vice president of marketing, delivers
her presentation “An Omnichannel
Odyssey: Toppling Silos to Gain a
360-Degree View of the Shopper.”
Now that some retail chains have a
clearer picture of operations across all
channels, a hot topic of conversation
among retail chain executives is how
they can use inventory housed in stores
to fill web orders. Zumiez Inc. knows
this better than most. It operates more
than 600 stores selling streetwear
fashion and accessories and, until
early this year, a fulfillment center in
Edwardsville, Kansas, for Zumiez.com
orders. But it closed that fulfillment
center after it installed the systems
and processes necessary to fulfill all
Zumiez online orders from stores. Rory
Hudson, vice president of information

technology for Zumiez, will share details
of the chain’s new approach in the session “Speedy Store-Based Fulfillment.”
But because the retail business and
technology changes quickly, the final
session in the Retail Chain Track will
spin the conversation beyond omnichannel to the idea of “unified commerce.”
Speaker Brian Brunk of consultancy
Boston Retail Partners says the difference between omnichannel and unified
commerce is retailers following the
unified model serve customers from a
single commerce platform, not a patchwork of disparate technologies stitched
together. Only about 18% of retailers
have progressed to this stage, he says.
“Attendees will walk away with a
greater sense of urgency for the need
to achieve a unified commerce environment and tips on how to move from
faux omnichannel to unified commerce,” he says. Brunk will co-present
with David Harris, vice president of
information technology at Yankee
Candle Co., which is among the 18%
that Brunk says have effectively unified
their sales channels. 

SEARCH
MARKETING
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Never-ending changes
BY ZAK STAMBOR
Zak Stambor is Internet Retailer’s
editor for digital marketing and the
“Best Marketers in E-commerce”
series of reports.

Highlighted Sessions
Five Paid Search Strategies
for Capitalizing on Buyer Intent
Wednesday, June 8, 1:15-1:45 p.m.
How E-Retailers Are Driving Sales from Google Searches
Friday, June 10, 9:00-9:30 a.m.

I

t can be challenging for any retailer to track and adjust to
every change Google makes to its search engine results pages.
After all, in the past year the search giant has removed text ads
from the right side of its desktop search results pages, added its
image-focused Product Listing Ads (PLA) to Google Image search
results on smartphones, enlarged the size of PLAs on smartphones
and added a text ad slot at the top of mobile search results. Oh, and
it also made a series of changes to its search ranking algorithm.
Got all that?
Because Google is constantly changing
the rules of search marketing, I’m looking
forward to the slew of sessions related
to search marketing at the IRCE 2016 to
make sure that I’m on top of all the recent
search marketing developments.
Nearly all of Google’s recent changes
have been aimed at driving consumers
to click on paid ads rather than
organic results. The effort is working;
Google grew paid clicks 40% in the
fourth quarter.
But more ads also means consumers
have more places to click, which forces
marketers to consider how to reach
consumers in multiple places they
could click, says Debbie Johnsen, director of interactive marketing at Leading
Hotels of the World. “Relying solely on

[organic] search isn’t a viable strategy
for marketers anymore,” she says.
But, at the same time, search marketing can’t be ignored. That’s why
I’m looking forward to hearing Scott
Tannen, CEO and founder of burgeoning
startup Boll & Branch, discuss how
he has grown his business by more
effectively bidding for ads on search
results pages. “Anyone can just play with
keywords,” he says. “But to make those
keywords worthwhile we’ve had to figure
out how to find people at the point
where they’re about to make a decision.”
For instance, Boll & Branch may
serve ads to shopping cart abandoners
who continued to search Google for
“cotton sheets” after leaving its site.
“Someone who has come to our site
and started the checkout process is

significantly more likely to make a
purchase than someone brand new to
our site,” he says. “That enables us to
bid significantly more for them.”
I’m also eager to hear how merchants use technology to drive incremental revenue from search ads. Tim
Callan, SLI Systems’ chief marketing
officer, and Seth Freiden, U.S. Toy Co.
Inc.’s CEO, will discuss ways retailers
can dig into their online traffic data to
unearth long-tail keywords that can
drive more consumers to their sites
in their session “How E-Retailers Are
Driving Sales from Google Searches.”
The language and words consumers
type in an on-site search box provides
valuable information that retailers
can leverage—either manually or
using a vendor’s tools—to help other
consumers find similar products,
Callan says.
As Google continues to make moves
aimed at driving more consumers to
click on ads, rather than organic search
results, retailers have to find creative
solutions to ensure they’re maximizing
their investment. IRCE offers a number
of methods retailer are using to stay
ahead of the curve. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Become the storytellers
BY ZAK STAMBOR

Highlighted Sessions

Zak Stambor has covered retailers’
use of social media since the
channel’s early days and leads Internet
Retailer’s coverage of social media
and digital marketing.

A Social Strategy Tailored for All of Humanity
Wednesday, June 8, 9:00-9:30 a.m.
Demystifying the Magic of Going Viral
Thursday, June 9, 1:45-2:15 p.m.

D

o you remember where you first saw the images captured
by the New Horizons spacecraft as it flew past Pluto?
I first saw the remarkable, now-iconic photograph of the
icy dwarf planet with its heart-shaped spot on Twitter moments
after NASA tweeted it out.
While the image soon became ubiquitous, a large number of people, like me,
first saw it on social media. And there’s
a good reason for that; several years ago
NASA recognized the power of online
social networks. The space agency’s
aggressive efforts have helped it acquire
more than 15.3 million followers (including me) of its main Twitter account
(@NASA) and millions more of the many
other handles it maintains for specific
projects like the International Space
Station (@Space_Station) and the Space
Station’s research (@ISS_Research).
And that doesn’t begin to factor in what
NASA is doing across 14 social networks,
including Snapchat, Facebook, Tumblr
and even LinkedIn.
Rather than wait for the media to
tell NASA’s stories, NASA uses social
media to share its own stories.
“We’ve become the storytellers,”
says John Yembrick, NASA’s social

media manager. “We want NASA to
be wherever people are consuming
information, and that’s increasingly
within the digital universe.”
That’s undeniably true, as social
networks’ apps account for one-third
of the 15 most-downloaded apps in the
United States, according to comScore
Inc. And more than one-fifth of the
time shoppers spend on mobile devices
is on Facebook alone.
NASA can offer plenty of lessons
to merchants looking to be a part
of the conversations consumers are
having online, which is why I’m eagerly
anticipating Yembrick’s special guest
presentation at this year’s Internet
Retailer Conference & Exhibition,
“A Social Strategy Tailored for All of
Humanity.”
“I’m not a retailer,” he says. “But I am
selling knowledge, inspiration and the
reasons that we explore space.” His goal

is to make people care about NASA,
and there’s one way to do that: “It’s all
about content.”
Of course, most content—shared by
NASA and others—doesn’t go viral. And
there’s no way to predict with 100%
certainty what consumers will choose
to pass on to their friends. But there
are some proven steps that retailers can
take to increase the chances that something they share will spark consumers’
interest, says Kelli Agnich, Zazzle Inc.’s
social media manager, who will speak
during the presentation, “Demystifying
the Magic of Going Viral.”
“Going viral likely brings to mind
memes of animals as people and
140-character celebrity confessions,”
she says. “While budget plays a key
role in many major brands’ viral post
achievements, there are plenty of ways
that smaller brands on shoestring
budgets can land their 15 minutes of
fame by being scrappy, prepared and
willing to take a risk.”
Those types of take-home lessons
are what make IRCE valuable, which
is why I’ve already circled Agnich’s
session in my show guide. 
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New and improved
at IRCE 2016
Fast Facts
When: June 7-10
Where: McCormick Place West, Chicago
Attendees: 10,000+

Speakers: 200+ in 130 sessions
Exhibitors: 600+
Learn More: IRCE.com

T

“

his is e-commerce now” is the theme of the 2016 Internet
Retailer Conference & Exhibition. These six event features
will help e-retailers understand the challenges they face
and how to address them.

1. Expanded marketing content
IRCE 2016 features more focused
e-commerce marketing content than
ever before. The daylong marketing
track, which in previous years often
was standing room-only, has been
expanded to cover two days, with tracks
offered each main conference day. The
Marketing Must-Haves Track on June 8
dives into the long-established bedrocks
of e-commerce and digital marketing.
The Marketing New Frontiers Track on
June 9 explores the pitfalls and possibilities of digital marketing tactics—
particularly in social media—that have
exploded onto the scene.
2. New scheduling IRCE attendees
this year can more easily attend any
session. IRCE has aligned the timing
of the sessions, breaks and lunches to
allow attendees to move more easily
between tracks. This change allows
attendees to not lose a minute of
learning or networking time.

3. IRCE Planner New for 2016, the
IRCE Online Planner lets attendees
create personalized conference agendas by allowing them to sort and select
sessions by day, topic and expertise
level. In addition, the planner ties
into the IRCE 2016 mobile app, which
attendees can use to create custom
walking plans for the Exhibit Hall, send
session or appointment reminders, and
easily connect with other attendees
and exhibitors.
4. IRCE LINK Networking and
making connections with industry
leaders and peers are key components
of a big event like IRCE. IRCE LINK
is a matchmaking tool that allows
attendees and exhibitors to request
and set up one-to-one meetings during
the conference. They can use LINK to
search for attendees by job title, company size or industry, and to request
a 30-minute meeting. Through LINK,
attendees also can book space to meet

in the LINK Lounge, located in the
Exhibit Hall. Registered attendees will
receive instructions and access details
in an email ahead of the conference so
they can begin setting appointments.
5. Enhanced Exhibit Hall IRCE has
reinvented several spaces in the busy
Exhibit Hall. Nestled among the more
than 600 exhibitor booths is the Refresh
Lounge, where attendees can find beverages, and the Recharge Lounge, where
consumers can top off their dwindling
mobile and laptop batteries. There’s
also a massage station where the weary
can get a much-needed break and back
rub. And new this year, all lunches,
breaks and evening networking parties
take place in the Exhibit Hall.
6. Internet Retailer Excellence
Awards Returning for its second year,
the gala event takes place Wednesday,
June 8 in the Hyatt Regency McCormick
Ballroom, after the conference hall
closes. The event will celebrate more
than 50 nominees across 13 categories,
including newly added awards for best
omnichannel retailer and emerging
retailer of the year. 

COMPANIES TO VISIT AT IRCE
PRODUCT SHOWCASE
IRCE Booth 2003

IRCE Booth 1229

PRODUCT SHOWCASES
Focus — On a particular e-retailing solution
category.
Position — Adjacent to targeted editorial.
Graphic Impact — A “mini-display” format
that provides more than standard classiﬁed
presence at a great rate.
Internet Retailer Product Showcases cover a
wide variety of topics throughout the year.
Zero in on your targeted audience with high
impact and great value.
CONTACT:

Tom Moore

THE 2016 LINEUP
June
Fraud Protection
Fulﬁllment & Delivery
July
IRCE Post-Show All-Stars
August
Holiday Readiness
Fulﬁllment & Delivery

TMoore@verticalwebmedia.com

September
Mobile Payments
October
E-Commerce Platforms
November
Fulﬁllment & Delivery
Digital Marketing
December
Vendors to The Hot 100
312-946-2049

COMPANIES TO VISIT AT IRCE
PRODUCT SHOWCASE
IRCE Booth 2106

LACKING VISIBILITY IN YOUR LOGISTICS?

GTMS gives you over 600 in house reporting functions
guaranteed to save any company time and money
www.gtms.us

Call today for a free trial of YOUR data 855-884-3555
IRCE Booth 1715

IRCE Booth 1615

Puzzled by options that
don’t meet your needs?
Beyond Simple
Shipping
Parcel
Solutions
Inventory & QuickBooks
Best USPS Discounts

MARKETPLACE

A monthly guide of products and services for the e-commerce industry

Let them See What’s New in THE
E-Commerce Marketplace!
Internet Retailer’s Marketplace gets your
e-commerce products and services noticed!
Each issue, it’s the last word on getting your
message out to e-retailers searching for specific
solutions. All at rates to fit any budget.

Eii's EZ-Parcels MPS modular
parcel solution gives you
the pieces for a perfect fit.

End the frustration of having to change
your environment to accommodate someone
else’s solution. Engineering Innovation’s
EZ-Parcels MPS can be personalized to
efficiently fit into your operation. Contact us
today to find your missing piece.

Visit us at IRCE Booth #1615

To reserve your Marketplace spot contact:

Tom Moore

TMoore@verticalwebmedia.com
312-946-2049

sales@eii-online.com ⋅ 800.350.6450
www.eii-online.com/ir

IR

Take Time To Visit These
Internet Retailer Partners
While Attending IRCE 2016

INTERNET
R E TA I L E R

®

IRCE Attendees complement what they learn in
the sessions by visiting key companies in the
Exhibit Hall, who demonstrate the latest
technology and service offerings in the
e-commerce industry.

2016 Internet Retailer Win-the-Wheels Booth Tour

Please visit these industry-leading companies
as you walk around the IRCE exhibit hall.
Company

Booth

Artifi Labs
Authorize.Net
Avalara
BigCommerce
Easy Ask
Engineering Innovation, Inc.
Global Response
GTMS
IDS Intetrated Distribution Services
MagazineGold
Internet Retailer
Listrak
MailChimp
Melissa Data Corp.
OPEX Corporation
ROI Revolution
Stalco
Teapplix Inc
USPS
Windsor Circle

840
501
1429
341
2003
2003
511
2106
414
2141
1129
1003
167
1858
1901
717
1667
1715
1529
1737

Internet Retailer is the
Official Media Sponsor of

Grand Prize
2016 Mercedes Benz CLA250
Back by popular demand, the Internet Retailer Win-the-Wheels
Tour will be giving away a brand-new 2016 Mercedes-Benz, plus
additional prizes to the contest noted below.
IRCE Attendees receive a “Win-the-Wheels” Tour Booklet at IRCE
registration and also available at the Internet Retailer Booth #1129.
The Win the Wheels tour is made possible by the following Internet
Retailer June issue advertisers.
To enter, you MUST VISIT these top Internet Retailer partners at their
booths. All entries need to be entered and verified at the Internet
Retailer booth #1129 by Thursday, June 9. Winners will be announced
on Thursday, June 9 in the Exhibit Hall.
Win-the-Wheels Tour Sponsors & IRCE Booth Numbers*
71 Pounds Inc.
Akamai Technologies
Americaneagle.com
Azoya International
Bronto Software
CloudCraze
Deposco
dotmailer
FedEx
GoECart
Kibo Software
LJM Consulting
Magnetic

1913
415
1013
1031
703
1629
204
669
1217
515
903
860
321

Grand Prize: 2016 Mercedes Benz CLA250
1st Runner-Up: $1,000 cash
2nd Runner-Up: $500 cash

NetSuite, Inc.
ProShip, Inc
Qubit
Saddle Creek Logistics
Shipstation
ShipWorks
Stamps.com
SteelHouse Media
UNXBD
Vantiv
Weblinc
Wpromote Inc.

601
1657
1959
754
1329
320
1621
1141
1856
2053
1303
929

*List of participating companies at time of print. More
companies will be added to the “Win-the-Wheels Tour”
card distribution at the show.
No Purchase or Conference Attendance Necessary – For
the complete set of entry rules, email:
winthewheels@verticalwebmedia.com.

E-RETAIL
TECHNOLOGY
AT IRCE
The 10,000-plus attendees
at IRCE in Chicago
June 7-10 will find a
massive exhibit hall filled
with software and services
that can help them improve
their online businesses.
In this sponsored special
report, we preview what five
technology vendors will be
showing off to attendees.
 Bronto

Software, Booth No. 703
 ROI Revolution, Booth No. 717
 Windsor Circle, Booth No. 1737
 Listrak, Booth No. 1003
 Artifi Labs, Booth No. 840

SPONSORED SPECIAL REPORT
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The art of recovering
lost sales

C

ONSUMERS WHO BROWSE A RETAILER’S
WEBSITE or put items in their shopping cart
only to leave before purchasing are a bane of
retail marketers. And it’s a big headache, as 97% of visits
to retail websites end without a purchase. But these
departures don’t necessarily represent a lost sale.
Collecting consumer behavioral data during each
shopping session can provide retailers with insights
into a consumer’s purchasing habits and product and
brand preferences. Retailers can use this data to craft
remarketing campaigns to convert shoppers who left
empty handed into paying customers.
“Behavioral data can help retailers understand
where each customer who abandons a website is in the
purchasing process at the time of abandonment,” says
Susan Wall, vice president of marketing for marketing
platform provider Bronto Software, a NetSuite company.
“This information should be used to create marketing
messages to guide those consumers through their
shopping journey to purchase,” she says.
Retailers can use shopping session data to tailor
remarketing email messages accordingly. For example,
a shopper who browsed men’s running shoes and then
left may be gathering information about running shoes
so he can make an educated purchasing decision. This
kind of shopper, Wall says, is more apt to respond to an
email promoting specific content about men’s running
shoes, such as sale items or brands he browsed,
than a generic message.
“Content should be specifically tailored to the shopper’s behavior,” Wall says. “Targeting shoppers who
browse then abandon a retailer’s site after a few clicks
with personalized marketing messages is a strategy
retailers underutilize.”
As an e-retailer builds profiles of customers based on
their shopping and carting actions, it should make an
effort to link those profiles to email addresses so it can
send more informed and relevant remarketing messages.
One way to gather email addresses is to offer shoppers
an incentive, such as a coupon, to provide their email
address as they browse the retailer’s site.

What retailers don’t want to do is discard
behavioral data they cannot immediately link to an
email address. E-retailers can build a profile using
tracking cookies to collect shopping data and attach
an email later, such as when the consumer provides
one during checkout.
In the meantime, an e-retailer can use the profile
information to show shoppers relevant banner ads or
product recommendations that may spur the
conversion. “Keep the
data until it can be linked
to an email address,”
Wall says. “The more
data, the more robust the
customer profile.”
While retargeting
shoppers who leave after
SUSAN WALL
browsing is an effective
Vice president of marketing
means for capturing
for marketing platform
sales, so too is targeting
provider Bronto Software,
a NetSuite company
consumers who abandon
their shopping cart. Just
because a consumer abandons his cart doesn’t mean
he is no longer interested in the items left behind. Many
shoppers use the cart to save items they plan to buy later
or review on another device, Wall says.
The payoff from abandoned cart emails can be
substantial. Designer footwear manufacturer Vince
Camuto, a Bronto client, expects cart recovery emails to
account for at least 10% of email-generated revenue in
2016, up from 5% in 2015, Bronto says.
“Within three months, Bronto customers typically
see a 53 times return on investment from cart recovery
messages,” Wall says. “Gathering consumer data at all
points in the sales funnel—from shopping, to carting, to
purchasing— allows retailers to create more effective
remarketing campaigns.” 
Bronto Software can be found
during IRCE at Booth No. 703.

IRCE TECHNOLOGIES

“Understanding what our
customers are browsing on is
really the next frontier. While
we can analyze browsing
results separately, being able
to leverage the data within
our marketing platform really
makes it useful.”
Derrick Riley
Digital Marketing Manager, Ecommerce US

The Bronto Browse Recovery App lets you capture your shoppers’ browsing behavior and automatically
deliver highly effective messages based on pre-defined rules, including recently viewed products, frequently
viewed categories or frequently viewed products.
Learn more at bronto.com.
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New services let e-retailers better track
paid search results and localize bids

R

OI REVOLUTION INC. IS READY TO SHARE
two new marketing technology platforms
with IRCE attendees looking to improve their
search marketing results and investments.
The search marketing agency, a long-time attendee
and exhibitor at IRCE, recently launched an application
called COGS, an abbreviation for the cost of goods
sold, that offers e-retailers the ability to track the
profit they generate stemming from a click on a paid
search ad down to the specific product SKU. The
application uses a special protocol to send custom
data to Google Analytics.
Understanding the financial return they get from
paid search advertising is important to e-retailers,
and the stakes are growing higher by the year. The 500
largest e-retailers in North America spent an average
of 23% more on paid search advertising last year than
in 2014, according to Top500Guide.com data.
“Every time a sale is made through paid search, we
can calculate the profit for the retailer,” says Justin
D’Angelo, director of client services at ROI Revolution.
“We even take returns and refunds into account, so
that actual bottom line profit is reported, all from
paid search.” Nine merchants ranked in the Internet
Retailer Top 500 Guide say they use ROI Revolution
for search marketing, including home improvement e-retailer Signature Hardware and apparel
seller Dolls Kill.

Without this type of tracking, D’Angelo says
most retailers’ profit numbers in any given month
may be 5-10% off. “So we calculate every single order
that comes in and the actual profit made and put
it into Google Analytics for the client to seamlessly
view,” he says.
ROI Revolution also can set up ways to track offline
sales and have that information automatically go
into Google Analytics so that almost every sale has a
trackable source.
“COGS allows us to track order profit in addition
to order value,” D’Angelo says. “Many of our clients
sell products of vastly differing margins. Without this

visibility, these clients are restricted to rule-of-thumb
ROI goals that are often applied account-wide without
respect to true keyword-level profitability. Armed
with COGS data, our analysts are able to perform
much smarter campaign and bid optimizations to
maximize client growth.”
The second recently introduced technology the
agency plans to talk up at IRCE is RAIN, which
stands for real-time atmospheric information node.
The bid suggestion
tool helps clients use
weather forecast data
to promote certain
products or deals in paid
search advertising to
consumers in weatheraffected regions.
ROI Revolution’s
technology covers the
regions and climate
JUSTIN D’ANGELO
zones of the United
Director of client services at
ROI Revolution Inc., a search
States. Based on rules
marketing agency
the retailer sets, the
program will generate
bid suggestions. “With our RAIN application, our
analysts can make real-time bid adjustments based on
weather forecasts,” D’Angelo says.
“For example, if it is expected to rain heavily, a
client might have sales go up for certain products and
services two or three days later,” D’Angelo says. “Or if
unseasonably hot or cold days lay ahead, the e-retailer
might want to proactively bid up or down keywords
to prepare for that. We have clients selling living
plants and seeds, cold weather jackets, fireplaces,
hammocks and outdoor hiking gear, just to name
a few. All of these are affected by temperature and
weather events, and we have seen great success in
utilizing our tools to plan for that.” 

ROI Revolution can be found
at IRCE at booth No. 717.
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Windsor Circle adds more segmentation
options to Replenishment Automator

W

INDSOR CIRCLE INC., A PROVIDER OF
PREDICTIVE LIFECYCLE AND RETENTION MARKETING PLATFORMS, knows
that personalization is a key component to a winning
e-commerce strategy. That is why the company will
show off its software platform at this year’s IRCE. The
platform uses proprietary algorithms and advanced
data science to personalize messaging to shoppers,
which can help retailers grow customer lifetime value
and increase customer retention.
“With Windsor Circle’s data integrations between
e-commerce and email software, retailers are able to
apply a powerful layer of data science and automation
to the customer, product and order data they already
have on hand,” says Andrew Pearson, vice president of
marketing at Windsor Circle. This combination helps
e-retailers produce marketing campaigns that are
more effective, Pearson says, and convince customers
to stick around. Windsor Circle data shows retailers
using its automated campaigns see an average 17%
lift in retention rate after 12 months.

At IRCE, Windsor Circle will unveil
additions to its Replenishment Automator appli-

cation that will allow e-retailers to more minutely
segment their customer base, Pearson says. The
application uses predictive data science—projecting
outcomes based on aggregate and individual customer
data—to help retailers tailor remarketing campaigns
automatically to each customer. The latest updates
allow e-retailers to be more granular with their
messaging, Pearson says. For example, retailers using
Replenishment Automator can now target specific
customer segments with specific offers and incentives based on the products the customer previously
purchased and at the rate that product was consumed.
“Most replenishment marketing solutions apply a
blanketed mass average in an attempt to determine
the ideal consumption rates of the consumable items
they sell,” Pearson says. “The problem with that logic
is that consumers tend to use the same products
at different rates. For instance, a consumer with

longer hair could potentially go through a bottle of
shampoo much faster than someone with shorter
hair. Our Replenishment Automator actually identifies individual consumption patterns to ensure that
each customer receives a reminder at exactly at the
right moment for them.”
The Replenishment Automator works for retailers
selling consumables across multiple industries,
Pearson says. One client using it is USCutter Inc.,
a B2B e-retailer of
vinyl cutting equipment
and supplies. The
merchant worked with
Windsor Circle to set
up two replenishment
messages to customers
based on their individual
buying cadence. The
first message is issued
one week before the
ANDREW PEARSON
individual customer
Vice president of marketing at
Windsor Circle, a marketing
replenishment date
platform provider.
and the second message on the day before
the anticipated replenishment date. Since starting
with the application, USCutter has consistently
seen an average revenue per replenishment email
of 46 cents, which is significantly higher than the
industry average of 11 cents per replenishment email,
according to Pearson.
During IRCE, Windsor Circle also will be announcing
a way for e-retailers to create completely custom
automated campaigns. “We know that the marketing
needs of retailers can’t always be met with just a
selection of pre-built campaigns, like win backs,
best customer, anniversary, birthday, etcetera. That’s
why we’ve given them the ability to build campaigns
that satisfy unique or ‘non-standard’ use cases,”
Pearson says. 

Windsor Circle can be found
at IRCE at booth No. 1737.
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Getting creative with
email marketing

R

ETAILERS CONTINUE TO FILL
CONSUMERS’ INBOXES FOR ONE
REASON—email remains one of the most
effective marketing methods around. Nevertheless,
boosting open and click-through rates, and ultimately
purchase rates, requires e-retailers do more than send
batch-and-blast campaigns that send the same message to all customers.
Sending triggered
messages is one way for
retailers to make their
emails stand out in the
inbox. Because triggered
emails are based on an
event, such as a customer’s birthday, they
can be more relevant
and timely to consumers
than emails with more
ROSS KRAMER
CEO of marketing platform
generic messaging, such
provider Listrak
as an offer for 10% off
their next purchase.
Other events retailers can use to trigger an email
include remembering the anniversary of a customer’s
first purchase, notifying a consumer that the price of
an item on her wish list has dropped or sending notice
that a previously out-of-stock item is available again.
“Triggered emails connect with consumers on a
more personal level, making them more likely to
trigger a purchase than messages sent as part of a
blast campaign,” says Ross Kramer, CEO of marketing
platform provider Listrak.
Sending product recommendation emails based
on a shopper’s most recent purchases are another
way to connect with consumers on a personal level.
E-retailers can send a customer who recently purchased flower bulbs an email promoting a sale on
gardening tools or fertilizer. The message is more
likely to resonate with the customer’s needs based on
her last purchase, Kramer says.

Retailers can further boost the relevancy of their
email campaigns by tracking customer browsing
behavior. E-retailers can send a consumer who
browsed women’s dresses and left without purchasing a follow-up email promoting the latest seasonal
dresses. “Browsing behavior reveals a shopper’s
purchase intent and tailoring an email to that intent
makes it more meaningful to her,” Kramer says.

Continually growing the mailing list
is equally important to e-retailers as taking a

creative approach to messaging, as a larger list reaches
more prospective buyers. Offering consumers a free gift
in exchange for providing their email address is an effective address acquisition tool. “Retailers can double their
email sign-up rate by offering a free gift, rather than a
discount on a shopper’s next purchase,” Kramer says.
E-retailers that also operate stores can use them to
gather more email addresses, Kramer says. This year
at IRCE, Listrak will feature two interactive in-store
product displays that spotlight products and grab shoppers’ attention with sounds, animation and other digital
media, creating an effective platform for gathering
consumer contact information. As a customer handles
products in the display she is prompted for her email
address or mobile phone number. With that information, the merchant can send emails or text messages
about the customer’s in-store experience and include
her in future cross-channel marketing campaigns.
Further, the merchant can use the products the
customer viewed to personalize email messaging and
what she sees when visiting the retailer online.
“By focusing on growing their email list, sending
triggered emails and making emails more relevant,
retailers can take their email marketing to the next
level,” Kramer says. 

Listrak can be found
at IRCE at Booth No. 1003.
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Artifi adds features to its
web-delivered product configurator

T

HERE’S NO QUESTION THAT PERSONALIZATION WILL CONTINUE TO GROW
as a retail priority over the next few years.
Seeing this, Artifi Labs decided to launch a software
in 2014 that makes product customization software
easily accessible for e-retailers of all sizes.
Offering online shoppers ways to add personal
touches to the products they buy online is not new,
but the e-retailers that offered product customization a decade ago would have paid $100,000$200,000 to build their own software to enable
it, says Brett Lindstrom, director of sales and
marketing at Artifi. He says retailers can now get
the same functionality by adding Artifi to their site
for only a few hundred dollars a month.
Lindstrom says Artifi’s web-hosted and
web-delivered software-as-a-service product
configuration software can get e-retailers using
any e-commerce platform up and running at a
lower cost. “Any developer can use it and it allows
customers to personalize the product.”

Lindstrom and his team will demonstrate
the latest version of Artifi’s customization
software at IRCE. Artifi is sticking with what it knows
has gotten attendees to stop at its booth for three
years running—custom-made ice cream sundaes.
But Lindstrom says visitors to the booth will stay
interested when they see Artifi version 2.1’s new
features, such as the software’s ability to work with
vector graphics and colorize grayscale graphics.
Artifi released version 2.1 in March and Lindstrom
says the company will add more features in the
weeks leading up to IRCE.
One of Artifi’s local clients, Oak Creek, Wis.-based
Master Lock Co. LLC, uses the software to enable
consumers to engrave locks. For instance,
consumers can upload a graphic or type in the text

they want to appear on a lockbox. “There are a lot
of SaaS programs out there and they are fine for
a mom-and-pop company,” Lindstrom says. “But
for larger clients, it has to fit into their website,
both in the look and feel. The point is you can get a
custom-built configurator, but you don’t have to pay
to build it from scratch. It’s 90% there.”
Seventh Generation Ventures Inc.’s Bobble brand
uses Artifi’s software to let consumers mix and
match the colors of
components of its
self-filtering water
bottles. With the software, consumers can
see exactly how their
Bobble bottles will
look before ordering
them. Since adding
Artifi to its site, Bobble
BRETT LINDSTROM
Director of sales and marketing
has seen an increase
at Artifi Labs, a provider of
in conversions and a
product configuration software
41% increase in time
spent on the site. Bobble’s customizable bottle
became the brand’s second best-selling product
within months after adding the “Build my Bobble”
configuration option, Lindstrom says.
With the industry buzz surrounding personalization Lindstrom expects Artifi will turn a lot
of heads at IRCE, especially among marketers
who know the value of connecting personally
with consumers. “We work with everyone across
the verticals from canopies, locks and bottles to
dog collars, wrist bands and apparel,” Lindstrom
says. “It never ceases to amaze me what people
want to personalize.” 

Artifi Labs can be found
at IRCE at Booth No. 840.
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Get orders into your customers’ hands faster.
Your business never stops—growing, changing,
adapting. You need fulfillment operations that
can flex to meet your needs. With automated
solutions, sophisticated systems and facilities
nationwide, we’re ready to tackle your toughest
challenges. Customized, efficient, cost effective.
We make it easy to get ahead.

sclogistics.com/fulfillment | 888-878-1177

Visit Us At IRCE Booth 754

